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PROFESSION

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

2016-Present

Construction Manager
VECTOR, Athens
Indicative projects:
- Supervision of E / M works at the new LIDL stores in Messini, Kallithea and Veria.
- Supervision of E / M works in the reconstruction of part of the shopping center in Ag.
Ioannis Rentis.
- Supervision of works in the replacement of air conditioning systems at the State General
Chemistry.
- Supervision of E / M works and commissioning E / M installations in the reconstruction of
Piraeus Port Plaza 3 (Papastratos buildings) in Piraeus.

2002-2016

Freelance Professional - Electrical Engineer

Supervision and construction of building installations in the field of electrical installations.
Indicative projects:
- Electrical installation of the new Pikermi Community Store.
- Electrical installation of four central sewage pumping stations in the municipality of
Galata - Poros.
- Substation maintenance and E/C installations in building of the Ministry of Agriculture
Development and Food.
- Hotel unit “Archontariki” in Ano Trikala, Korinthia.
- Installations of apartment buildings, houses of the companies Apollon Housing Company
General Partnership,
Technoallagi and others.
- Installations of workshops, offices, transformer, substation MT,
power supply of machinery for the KAT hospital.
- Installations of new buildings, substation MT, laboratories for the Greek
Pasteur Institute.
- Installations of branches - offices, complete renovation of the five-story
Computerization Building for the Agricultural Bank of Greece.
- Electrical installations in GF buildings for the Ministry of National Defense.
-Rehabilitation of wiring and automation of ten open-air pumping EYDAP stations
in Mouriki, Viotia.
- Electrical installation of the Santorini Grace hotel on the caldera
Santorini.
- Dismantling old and installing new electric generating sets in
OTE telephone centers in Voula, Vyronas, Kolonos, Gerakas, Agoulinitsa Pyrgos
and the OTE Central Building.

